
Accessible Online Learning
Europe101 is completely free and open to any 18-25 year-old living in or from Europe.
Based entirely online, Europe101 is both inclusive and accessible to different types of
learners and schedule. Participants on the program gain access to their dedicated
learning moodle with weekly self-directed content (around 1 hour a week) and live
events - from Q&As, webinars, interviews, brainstorming and networking sessions.

A Connected Generation
Europe101 provides young people in Europe and around the world to build
connections with their peers across the continent as well as established European
leaders. The programme will engage young people from very different backgrounds
and beliefs. Participants will learn to harness diversity, learn from each other and
connect with people they may never have the opportunity to meet otherwise.

Europe101 Micro-Credential
On completion, individuals gain a certificate of learning, an online micro-credential
and join the ever-expanding Europe101 Alumni network. Their Europe101 micro-
credential can be shared on social media, added to resumes and professional
profiles signifying both their completion of the programme and that they are part of
the generation committed to creating a lasting legacy for Europe.

First and foremost, Europe101 is our generation. And we're an incredibly important 
generation. Because in 2045, one hundred years on from the end of World War II, we 
will be leading Europe. Leading with many boundaries to cross and opportunities to 
face. Now is our chance to connect as a generation and take a crucial moment to think 
about and become the leaders that we want to be. 

 

“What really got me excited about Europe101 when we first discussed it was that it’s about the future. It is not 
about what is in it for me or what is in it for my generation. It is all about how we can help the Europe101 
generation, as our testament to Europe. So that participants can gain skills, build a network and to agree on 
some basic principles without my generation telling you what you should do” 

Gordon Bajnai - Former Prime Minister of Hungary & Partner (Campbell Leutyens)

Europe101 is a FREE, online leadership development program which allows just that.
Specifically designed for our Europe101 generation, the online program brings together up to 2000 young 
leaders (18-25 year olds) over the course of four weeks. During which, you will develop your leadership 
skills against the Europe101 model, build invaluable connections with your peers across the continent and 
enhance your professional profile by gaining the Europe101 micro-credential.

APPLY NOW!
Requirements: 18-25 years old, living in Europe and/or from Europe
Cost: completely FREE
Cohort 1: 28th February - 26th March
Cohort 2: 2nd May - 29th May
Cohort 3: 4th July - 31st July 

Visit commonpurpose.org/europe101 to find out more.
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